Comparative accuracy of methods for protein sequence similarity search.
Searching a protein sequence database for homologs is a powerful tool for discovering the structure and function of a sequence. Two new methods for searching sequence databases have recently been described: Probabilistic Smith-Waterman (PSW), which is based on Hidden Markov models for a single sequence using a standard scoring matrix, and a new version of BLAST (WU-BLAST2), which uses Sum statistics for gapped alignments. This paper compares and contrasts the effectiveness of these methods with three older methods (Smith-Waterman: SSEARCH, FASTA and BLASTP). The analysis indicates that the new methods are useful, and often offer improved accuracy. These tools are compared using a curated (by Bill Pearson) version of the annotated portion of PIR 39. Three different statistical criteria are utilized: equivalence number, minimum errors and the receiver operating characteristic. For complete-length protein query sequences from large families, PSW's accuracy is superior to that of the other methods, but its accuracy is poor when used with partial-length query sequences. False negatives are twice as common as false positives irrespective of the search methods if a family-specific threshold score that minimizes the total number of errors (i.e. the most favorable threshold score possible) is used. Thus, sensitivity, not selectivity, is the major problem. Among the analyzed methods using default parameters, the best accuracy was obtained from SSEARCH and PSW for complete-length proteins, and the two BLAST programs, plus SSEARCH, for partial-length proteins.